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Roots 

"Truly Canadian"

Born of a passion for the outdoors and rooted in the local community,

Roots has evolved into one of the country's most iconic lifestyle brands in

the years since its inception. The brand has come to be known for its hand-

crafted, artisanal leather bags, accessories and jackets, natural fiber

clothing and furnishings, each infused with the easy, relaxed ethos of the

Canadian lifestyle. At the Banff Avenue store, browse though the brand's

complete collection of yoga and athletic wear, leather bags and shoes.

The brand's commitment to the welfare of the environment is evident in

the store's eco-friendly policies and practices.

 +1 403 762 9434  www.roots.com/  onlineservice@roots.com  227 Banff Avenue, Banff AB

 by Waldemar Brandt on 

Unsplash   

Westrock Jean Co. 

"Casual Wear for Teens & Adults"

If you are in search of comfortable, casual and hip jeans-based fashion,

look no further; Westrock Jean Co. boutique offers a large selection of

everything denim. The selection includes Levi's, Calvin Klein, Cheap

Thrills, Cavaricci, Indian Motorcycle, Mavi and other popular brands. You'll

find a style suit your taste - skinny, boot cut, hip huggers, relaxed fit,

painter jeans and overalls. Sweaters, t-shirts, purses and other accessories

are also available in the latest styles.

 +1 403 762 5868  www.cascadeplaza.ca/dire

ctory/WestrockJeanCo..ht

ml

 westrockbanff@msn.com  317 Banff Avenue, Cascade

Plaza, Banff AB

 by North Charleston   

Rock Paper Silver 

"Precious & Rare"

Part of the Rocks & Gems chain of stores, Rock Paper Silver is a retail

store selling unique items and objects. A visit to the store itself is a treat

with the amusing and quirky gems, crystals, stones and other fascinating

items on display all around the store. Specializing in items made out of

stone, the store sells household decoratives, jewelry, stone carvings,

vases and other interesting collectibles. The store also features a

collection of authentic fossils. The staff here is helpful and trained, so they

are of utmost help if you have queries about the objects around the store.

A must-visit store for jewelry and gem collectors.

 +1 403 762 9330  www.banfflakelouise.com/

shopping/rock-paper-silver

 rps@rocksandgemscanada.

com

 221 Banff Avenue, Banff AB
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 by Sleeping cat beads   

Ammolite in the Rockies 

"Vibrant Rocks"

Ammolite in the Rockies boasts an exquisite collection of fine jewelry

featuring the vibrant and rare gemstone, ammolite. Silver, gold and

platinum studded with these colorful gemstones are just a few of the

treasures you will find at this store; dinosaur skulls, ammolite fossils and

loose ammolite stones are available as well. The store is akin to a mining

museum, with exhibits that enumerate on the origins, mining and

processing of ammolite that is found along the Eastern slopes of the

Rockies. Guided tours of the exhibits can be arranged.

 +1 403 762 4698  110 Banff avenue, Clock Tower Mall, Banff AB

 by Associated Fabrication   

Cabin 108 

"One-Stop Shop for Women"

This small shop is loved by 99 percent of the women Cabin 108 is placed

in the beautiful Clock Tower Village mall on the street side. Females with

different tastes and choices prefer this boutique for the most stylish

jewellery, clothes, shoes and accessories. The moderate pricing and ever-

beautiful collection is something that attracts women here very often. The

stock is always up to the latest fashion and trends of the world. Put this

name on the top of your shopping wishlist if you are staying in Banff.

 +1 403 762 2108  darlenetreutler@me.com  108 Banff Avenue, Ground Floor, Clock

Tower Village Mall, Banff AB

 by Associated Fabrication   

Open Country Banff 

"Brands with trendy fashion"

Open Country Clothing Co offers trendy apparel, footwear and

accessories for both man and women. They have a variety of causal to

formal wear at the boutique. The claim to have the best denim in the Bow

Valley, they also offer good collection of accessories like sling bags, hats,

socks, jewelry etc. They have wide range of footwear and boots sold at

the boutique. A must visit boutique for any occasion, the friendly staff will

ensure you the best shopping experience in town.

 +1 403 760 3991  www.fairmont.com/banff-s

prings/activities-services/d

estination-

guide/shopping/#3

 chelseaocbanff@hotmail.c

om

 405 Spray Avenue, Fairmont

Banff Springs, Banff AB

 by Mercury Jane   

Castle Jewels 

"Bejeweled Beauty"

Castle Jewels offers an exquisite collection of contemporary fine jewelry,

crafted by the finest jewelers and designed by the likes of Stephen

Webster and Michael Jiang. The jewelry store is a great place to shop for

some truly stunning pieces, crafted using precious metals, gemstones,

pearls and Canadian diamonds. From contemporary designs to timeless

classics, you'll find something for every taste and occasion at this fabulous

store. Besides precious jewelry, the store also boasts a fine selection of

watches and charms.

 +1 403 760 6381  CastleJewels@fairmont.com  405 Spray Avenue, Fairmont Banff

Springs Hotel Lobby level, Banff AB
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